   a. For pre A plus 998
   b. For A plus 1981-89
   c. For A plus 1989 on lead free
2. Distributors for 1275cc with electric module.
   a. When HIF44 carb fitted
   b. When HIF38 carb fitted
   c. Module only
3. Evolution Distributors. A plus only, converts to a performance distributor with an electric module doing away with contact breakers. Only requires a loom (3d) from distributor to coil.
   a. Standard up 276 profile cams
   b. Profiles 285/286/296
   c. Full race profile 310/315
   d. Loom - distributor to coil
4. Distributors for 1275cc SPI fuel injection only.
5. Aldon type for performance engines are converted from 45D non-vacuum type distributors with red points. The vacuum type are usually 45/59D with blue points. See table below.
6. New 123 Electronic distributor. Features 16 ready programmed switchable advanced curves as standard. Full instructions included and must be read properly. Dwells are microprocessor controlled, depending on coil current. Works with any standard or High Energy coil with a minimum of 1 ohm resistance. For all A series engines. See table below.
7. Clip for 45D type distributors. .

---

**Vacuum Advanced Units**

8. Vacuum advance units.
   a. For 25D distributor
   b. For 45D distributor pre 1974.
   c. For 45/59D distributor from 1974.
   d. For 1275cc with HIF44 carb.
   e. For 1275cc with HIF38 carb.

---

**Ignition Covers**

10. Rubber coil cover .
11. One piece electric shield as fitted 1989 on.

---

**Electronic Ignition**

13. The Ignitor electronic kit fits under the distributor cap. Easy to fit. 
   a. For 23D/25D type. Negative earth...
   b. For 25D/35D type. Positive earth...
   c. For 43/45D distributor with red points

    Designed to replace troublesome points with a simple drop in installation. Each unit comes complete with all you need to fit the system straight into your existing distributor.
    a. For 23/25D type
    b. For 45/59D type

---

**Ignition Service Items**

- Low tension pig tail for GDC92/3
- Cap assembly GDC92/GDC93
- Contact set
- Condenser
- Standard rotor
- Performance rotor
- Electronic distributor 13900ax
- Ducellier red type cap distributor
- 45D side entry conversion

---

**Vacuum Advance Units**

- Vacuum advance units.
  - For 25D distributor
  - For 45D distributor pre 1974.
  - For 45/59D distributor from 1974.
  - For 1275cc with HIF44 carb.
  - For 1275cc with HIF38 carb.

---

**Ignition Covers**

- Distributor cover for GDC102 .
- Rubber coil cover .
- One piece electric shield as fitted 1989 on.
- Distributor shield clip. Order individually.

---

**Electronic Ignition**

- The Ignitor electronic kit fits under the distributor cap. Easy to fit. 
  - For 23D/25D type. Negative earth...
  - For 25D/35D type. Positive earth...
  - For 43/45D distributor with red points

- Lumenition Magnetronic Ignition System.
  - Designed to replace troublesome points with a simple drop in installation. Each unit comes complete with all you need to fit the system straight into your existing distributor.
  - For 23/25D type
  - For 45/59D type

---

**Ignition Service Items**

- Low tension pig tail for GDC92/3
- Cap assembly GDC92/GDC93
- Contact set
- Condenser
- Standard rotor
- Performance rotor
- Electronic distributor 13900ax
- Ducellier red type cap distributor
- 45D side entry conversion

---

**Vacuum Advance Units**

- Vacuum advance units.
  - For 25D distributor
  - For 45D distributor pre 1974.
  - For 45/59D distributor from 1974.
  - For 1275cc with HIF44 carb.
  - For 1275cc with HIF38 carb.

---

**Ignition Covers**

- Distributor cover for GDC102 .
- Rubber coil cover .
- One piece electric shield as fitted 1989 on.
- Distributor shield clip. Order individually.

---

**Electronic Ignition**

- The Ignitor electronic kit fits under the distributor cap. Easy to fit. 
  - For 23D/25D type. Negative earth...
  - For 25D/35D type. Positive earth...
  - For 43/45D distributor with red points

- Lumenition Magnetronic Ignition System.
  - Designed to replace troublesome points with a simple drop in installation. Each unit comes complete with all you need to fit the system straight into your existing distributor.
  - For 23/25D type
  - For 45/59D type

---

**Ignition Service Items**

- Low tension pig tail for GDC92/3
- Cap assembly GDC92/GDC93
- Contact set
- Condenser
- Standard rotor
- Performance rotor
- Electronic distributor 13900ax
- Ducellier red type cap distributor
- 45D side entry conversion

---

**Vacuum Advance Units**

- Vacuum advance units.
  - For 25D distributor
  - For 45D distributor pre 1974.
  - For 45/59D distributor from 1974.
  - For 1275cc with HIF44 carb.
  - For 1275cc with HIF38 carb.

---

**Ignition Covers**

- Distributor cover for GDC102 .
- Rubber coil cover .
- One piece electric shield as fitted 1989 on.
- Distributor shield clip. Order individually.

---

**Electronic Ignition**

- The Ignitor electronic kit fits under the distributor cap. Easy to fit. 
  - For 23D/25D type. Negative earth...
  - For 25D/35D type. Positive earth...
  - For 43/45D distributor with red points

- Lumenition Magnetronic Ignition System.
  - Designed to replace troublesome points with a simple drop in installation. Each unit comes complete with all you need to fit the system straight into your existing distributor.
  - For 23/25D type
  - For 45/59D type

---

**Ignition Service Items**

- Low tension pig tail for GDC92/3
- Cap assembly GDC92/GDC93
- Contact set
- Condenser
- Standard rotor
- Performance rotor
- Electronic distributor 13900ax
- Ducellier red type cap distributor
- 45D side entry conversion

---

**Vacuum Advance Units**

- Vacuum advance units.
  - For 25D distributor
  - For 45D distributor pre 1974.
  - For 45/59D distributor from 1974.
  - For 1275cc with HIF44 carb.
  - For 1275cc with HIF38 carb.

---

**Ignition Covers**

- Distributor cover for GDC102 .
- Rubber coil cover .
- One piece electric shield as fitted 1989 on.
- Distributor shield clip. Order individually.

---

**Electronic Ignition**

- The Ignitor electronic kit fits under the distributor cap. Easy to fit. 
  - For 23D/25D type. Negative earth...
  - For 25D/35D type. Positive earth...
  - For 43/45D distributor with red points

- Lumenition Magnetronic Ignition System.
  - Designed to replace troublesome points with a simple drop in installation. Each unit comes complete with all you need to fit the system straight into your existing distributor.
  - For 23/25D type
  - For 45/59D type

---

**Ignition Service Items**

- Low tension pig tail for GDC92/3
- Cap assembly GDC92/GDC93
- Contact set
- Condenser
- Standard rotor
- Performance rotor
- Electronic distributor 13900ax
- Ducellier red type cap distributor
- 45D side entry conversion

---